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the movements of three bears are shown above the bears were collared near barrow in mid april and tracked to
early june according to the US fish and wildlife service A spokesmanspokesmanorspokes manorfor the agency said informinformationalion from native
villagers is critical in tracking the bears

polarp1apaa r bear studies bridbridgee berinbering Sstraittra it
working side by side in a polar bear

expedition US and soviet research
biologists have begun a longtermlong term
cooperative effort inin wildlife research
according to the US fish and
wildlife service

V the combined effort is aimed at
helping scientists answer questions
about numbersnumbersofnumbersofof polar bears their
habits and the effects of subsistence
harvest on their population

in the many years that both nations
have been studying this magnificent
animal we have both had to halt our
efforts at the invisible border on the
sea ice that separates us said bill
palmisano head of the US fish and
wildlife services alaska fish and
wildlife research center

now we may finally be able to
work together in polar bear territory

on the sea ice and follow them
where they go polar bears ignore
political boundaries he added

the research center staff has been
involved in discussions with soviet of

i ficialsficiala in the united states and the
j USSR for more than two years try
i ing to find a way for scientists work-

ing on the same wildlife populations
to be able to share data

the effort began during the 10th
meetingrree ting of the US USSR en-
vironmentalvironmental agreement joint commit-
tee in 1986 when both countries agreed
to a formal exchange of information
on polar bears

the efforts toward an exchange of
scientists warewejewqre continued at the 10th
polar bear specialists group meeting
in sochiaochi ussr1nussrin october 1988 the
talksalks culminated in a meeting in len
ingrad and moscow in december
leading to approval for this springs
work

cooperative field work with
migratory birds and walrus were also
discussed during the visit

1 service research biologists drs
gerald gamergarner and steven knick have
recently documented the international
nature of the polar bearbeat population that
frequents western alaska

using data from satellite tracked
i radio collars placed on the bears
t gamergarner and knick demonstrated that

polar bears captured along the western
alaskan coast spend almost 70 percent
of their time in soviet territory

at least five of those bears built theirI1

dens on either wrangel island or
herald island both off the northern
coast of the soviet union

two soviet biologists dr stanislav
belikov of the all union research in-
stitute of nature conservation and
reserves and dr mikahailmikahilmikabil stishovshishovStishov
deputy director for science at the state
reserve on wrangel island visited the
US fish and wildlife service in
western alaska from april 7187 18

during the first part of their visit
the soviet scientists assisted the ser-
vice research team in capturing and
radio collaring nine polar bears west

of barrow the last four days the
soviets accompanied scott schliebe
and jon nickles service biologists to
kotzebue nome shishmarefandShishmarefand lit-
tle diomede to learn about manage-
ment efforts

next spring gamergarner and knick hope
to work with the soviets on their polar
bear work on wrangel island and
along the northern coast of the soviet
far east by radio collaring females
in these regions they can better define
the international populations and help
both countries manage the polar bears

schliebe also hopes to travel to
wrangel island next spring to par

ticipateficipateficipate in the soviets annual denning
surveys

the soviets learned about the
technology US biologists use in
tracking polar bears which involves
radio collars placed on the bear that
transmit signals to satellites orbiting
overhead

with this technology researchers
with the service are able to track polar
bears on a regular basis coupled with
satellite imagery of ice conditions
scientists in both countries can leamlearn
the habits and seasonal movement pat-
terns of polar bears


